
 

Middleby Marshall Receives Marco’s Pizza Vendor of the Year Award 

 

Middleby Marshall has been awarded Marco’s Pizza Distribution Vendor of the Year Award for 2014 from Marco’s 
Pizza Distribution LLC.  This is the first year Middleby has received this award.  Larry & Jason Bireta have 
represented  Middleby Marshall for Marco’s since it’s inception in 1978. 

“We are very honored to be chosen as their vendor of the year and we look forward to continuing this mutually 
beneficial partnership in the future.” said Mark Sieron, President of Middleby Marshall.  “Every pizza that comes 
out of their oven is a reflection of the quality of their product,” said Tony Romano, General manager of Marco’s 
Pizza Distribution.   

Marco’s Pizza is the fastest growing company in the $40 billion pizza industry, with 154 store openings in 2014, and 
was ranked 12th on the Top 100 Pizza Companies in the United States by Pizza Today magazine in 2014. 

“Middleby-Marshall consistently provides ovens on time , despite our growth demands, and continued savings from 
the WoW® ovens, paired with the new MM1 hood system.  These are real bottom line increases to our stores, now 
and into the future!” said Don Vlcek, President, Marco's Pizza Distribution LLC. 

Middleby Marshall is the #1 supplier for pizza oven, which are leading the way for the future of automated kitchens, 
reducing the labor needed in kitchens around the world.  Middleby Marshall is Marco’s long time supplier and is 
pleased to offer them the WOW Oven, the latest innovation in baking and energy savings.  

Currently, over 200,000 Middleby Marshall ovens are installed around the world, cooking over 8 million pizzas per 
day. For more information on Middleby Marshall please visit www.middleby-marshall.com or 
www.wowoven.com 
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